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Résumé de l'article
Cet article sur les activités professionnelles confiables (APC) a été sollicité pour alimenter la discussion sur l'avenir du titre de licencié au sein du Conseil médical du Canada. En 2005, il a été proposé de se servir des APC, unités de pratique professionnelle qui peuvent être confiées aux apprenants ou aux professionnels une fois qu'ils ont démontré avoir le niveau de compétence nécessaire, pour opérationnaliser la formation médicale postdoctorale basée sur les compétences; depuis, elles sont devenues courantes dans les programmes de formation aux professions de la santé dans de nombreux pays. Les APC décomposent l'étendue des compétences pour l'obtention d'une licence en unités de pratique qui peuvent être supervisées, évaluées, contrôlées, documentées et confiées. Ensemble, les APC peuvent constituer le portfolio de qualifications d'un individu et définir un champ d'exercice. Le titre de licencié et le certificat de spécialité peuvent alors être définis comme représentant la combinaison d'APC qu'une personne est qualifiée à exercer à un moment donné. Ce « cliché instantané » peut changer au fil du temps, reflétant le développement professionnel de la personne, tant sur le plan de ses compétences que de ses privilèges d'exercice. Les micro-titres de compétences et le badge numérique pourraient devenir une option adéquate pour présenter à tout moment le champ de pratique d'un médecin et rendre opérationnelle l'idée d'un portfolio dynamique d'APC.
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Abstract

This paper about Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) was solicited to support the discussion about the future of licensing within the Medical Council of Canada. EPAs, units of professional practice to be entrusted to learners or professionals once they have shown to possess sufficient competence, were proposed in 2005 to operationalize competency-based postgraduate medical education and have become widely popular for various health professions education programs in many countries.

EPAs break the breadth of competence for license down to units of practice that can be overseen, assessed, monitored, documented, and entrusted. EPAs together may constitute an individual’s portfolio of qualifications, and define a scope of practice. A medical license and a specialty certification can then be defined as the required combination of EPAs for which one is qualified at any specific moment in time. That ‘snapshot’ could change over time and reflect the professional development of the individual, both in their competence and in their privileges to practice. Micro-credentialing and digital badges might become an adequate option to show-case one’s scope of practice at any time and operationalize the idea of a dynamic portfolio of EPAs.
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Introduction
The question addressed in this solicited paper is whether the application of the concept of Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) for decisions about medical licensing, particularly in the Canadian context, can strengthen Medical Council of Canada’s aim to secure the highest level of medical care as derived from assessment procedures.

Principles of Entrustable Professional Activities for education and assessment
What are EPAs?
EPAs have enjoyed huge interest in all domains of health professions in many countries and constitute an important area of ongoing scholarly work.1-4 In the literature, EPAs have been called objectives for education, a tool for assessment and sometimes even specific competencies. It is useful to reiterate here that each of these alone are not the best characterizations of EPAs.

EPAs are ‘units of professional practice’ that can be entrusted to learners or professionals once they have shown to possess sufficient competence to perform them in professional practice;5 no less, no more. These units can be conceived of as tasks or bundles of tasks. To help the understanding, one can conceive of EPAs as items listed in personnel advertisements, work schedules, agendas, or to-do lists. They are not qualities of individuals, but comprise the work individuals in health care are expected to do.

EPAs can manifest in different ways. Examples are acting as the consultant for other specialties, running the Tuesday morning clinic, leading interprofessional health care team meetings, prescribing and managing immunomodulatory therapies, managing patients with cataract, resuscitating and stabilizing acute care patients, administering vaccinations, echocardiography, and performing medical autopsies. EPAs can range from being very small and specific (administering a vaccine) to very broad (covering the weekend ICU service, or, even, managing a department), and for educational purposes small EPAs can be the focus for early learners, but subsumed under (or ‘nested within’) broader EPAs for more advanced learners or professionals.6

How do EPAs differ from competencies?
While seemingly self-evident, it is useful to define competencies, because EPAs and competencies are easily conflated. “Competency” has been defined in dictionaries as “the ability to do something successfully or efficiently,”7 “the possession of sufficient knowledge or skill in a specific area”8 and “the capacity to deal adequately with a subject.”9 Clearly, competencies are properties of individuals.10 While the competency is the ability to do something successfully or efficiently, the EPA is that something that is being done successfully or efficiently. When educators say that ‘administering vaccines’ or ‘resuscitation’ is a competency, what they really mean is that the ability to do so is a competency, and EPAs are the objects of these competencies. The distinction is not trivial. Competencies in health care, structured in the CanMEDS framework of seven domains of competence (medical expertise, communication skill, collaboration skill, scholarly skills, professionalism, health advocacy skill, and leadership skill) are often needed in consort, in an integrated fashion, to qualify for readiness to perform an EPA. It is conceptually confusing to qualify “Resuscitation” as a competency under any of the domains of CanMEDS, as it requires most of these domains. Think of it this way. An every-day EPA for a child could be “getting milk at the grocery store”; an activity that would require a critical parental entrustment decision. The child would need to ride the bike, find the store, find a pack of milk, pay at the cashier, ride back, while having communicated with shop staff, observed traffic dangers, et cetera. The task as a whole (being holistic) would require many competencies in consort. The EPA would really be something that contributes to family household business. Likewise, a “unit of professional practice” (EPA) in medicine is a contribution to health care.

Competency-based medical education and practice as the purpose of EPAs
EPAs were coined to operationalize postgraduate competency-based medical education (CBME).5,11 CBME, in one of its older descriptions, is organized around functions required for the practice of medicine in a specified setting, and assumes that, in principle, all medical students can master the basic performance objectives to become “a health-professional who can practice medicine at a defined level of proficiency, in accord with local conditions, to meet local needs.”10,12 It includes canonical knowledge and skills that do not depend on the context of practice, as well as context dependent knowledge and skills.13,14

Curricula using EPAs should specify when which activities can be performed under which conditions in which contexts. EPAs break the breadth of competence for license down to units of practice that can be overseen, assessed, monitored, documented, and entrusted. The philosophy of using EPAs is that learners and professionals
are permitted and asked to contribute to patient care to the extent they are qualified, based on EPAs for which they have been certified.\textsuperscript{15} EPAs both focus on making the competencies required for licensing and certification more manageable and transparent, and on spreading licensing decisions over time for units of professional practice.

The ultimate goal of using EPAs is to secure safe, competency-based medical practice. CBME, as a movement to improve the general quality of health care through training, aims to ‘deliver’ graduates and specialists only if they meet the expected standards. Studies show that this aim is not always reality\textsuperscript{16–19} and an effort to decrease the fraction of false-positive licensing and certification decisions is warranted.

Trust, entrustment decision making, and level of supervision as guiding concepts

Entrustment decisions mark the moment of permission to act in patient care. Ad hoc entrustment decisions happen on a daily basis during clinical rotations when a clinical supervisor decides to ‘leave the room’ or to ‘accept a learner’s report without a further check’ because there is sufficient trust in the learner’s autonomous contribution.\textsuperscript{20} These decisions are often implicit and do not include a promise for the same level of autonomy in future cases. Summative entrustment decisions are different. They do imply a form of credentialing or certification.\textsuperscript{1} As EPAs were originally conceived for postgraduate training, summative entrustment decisions signify the moment that allows residents to work with only distant supervision, based on sufficient information to ground that decision, made by a clinical competency committee. With the use of EPAs in undergraduate education, a summative entrustment decision would usually signify the moment after which students are trusted to act in patient care with only “indirect supervision” (i.e. with a supervisor not present but quickly available). This way, entrustment and supervision (ES) translate into scales with various levels. Such ES-scales have been published in various forms but are best used as a prospective scale, i.e. with the purpose to signify or mark a decision about future autonomy (or a recommendation for that autonomy).\textsuperscript{21,22}

Information needed to support valid summative entrustment decisions

As with any summative assessment decision, entrustment decisions require sufficient information to support validity. In ad-hoc situations in the clinical environment several factors determine whether a learner is being permitted to perform a critical activity alone. That is not only the learner’s proficiency in the task, but also the nature of the task, the experience and trust propensity of the supervisor, the context in which the activity is being done and the relationship of the learner with the supervisor.\textsuperscript{22}

Summative entrustment decisions imply important privileges for the autonomy of learners, not just limited to one situation or context, but more generalized. Like a license to practice across a broad domain of professional practice, summative entrustment decisions for EPAs can be regarded to lead to a mini-license to practice for a particular EPA, under specified level of supervision. These decisions are therefore important. They operationalize competency-based education. The validity of such decisions should be supported as much as possible.

There is a clear parallel with programmatic assessment. Norcini, when proposing to replace end-of-rotation clinical exams by series of mini-clinical evaluation exercises (minicEX) to increase the reliability of summative decisions,\textsuperscript{23,24} started a movement that is now better known as programmatic assessment.\textsuperscript{25} The, arguably, most important feature of programmatic assessment is that important decisions on learner progress should not be based on single data points. In parallel, summative entrustment decisions should not be made on single observations and by individual educators but by teams, based on multiple data points. In the postgraduate Canadian context these teams are called Competence Committees. Their decisions are even more critical as they directly affect patient care and not just learner progress.\textsuperscript{26,27}

The task of these teams is to process and weigh all available information. A learner’s portfolio should contain the results of observations and evaluations, e.g. after ad hoc entrustment decisions, brief observations, multi-source feedback, case-discussions, product information, and any other relevant workplace-based assessment data.\textsuperscript{28} Being aware of factors including context, supervisor, tasks,
relationships, a deliberate agreement, primarily based on learner features should guide summative decisions of entrustment. Agreement can include intersubjective judgment, based on varying subjective expert judgments. That judgment should take into account general learner features that are important for entrustment, including integrity, humility, agency, and reliability, as we have elaborated elsewhere, and prerequisites lower levels of Miller’s Pyramid if that information is available. Finally, true entrustment includes an estimation of adaptive competence, i.e. an ability to cope with unfamiliar situations. Trust in this capability may be called a physician’s scope of practice, beyond the ‘Does’ level. With the advent of technology, including mobile devices to capture ad hoc information and e-portfolios to synthesize and visualize data, the efficiency of such decisions can increase.

Licensing and certification supported by EPAs and entrustment decisions
A medical license permits a person to legally practice medicine. Most nations require such a license, bestowed by a government-approved professional association or agency. A medical school graduate must receive a license to practice medicine to legitimately be called a physician. The process often requires testing by a medical board (as is the case in Canada). The medical license is the documentation of authority to practice medicine within a certain locality. Specialty certification is usually not a legislative process but a quality procedure, often including exams, leading to formal registration, a condition for the practice of medicine in that specialty. The purpose of licensing is to protect the public against substandard health care, and the nature of licensing is that licensed physicians are allowed to practice medicine, but bounded by their competence. Specialty certification attests of this bounded competence.

However, there is a potential problem of oversight. License and certification decisions are necessarily based on limited information. Declaring ready for practice is in fact a big entrustment decision implying that a program director, committee, institution, or specialty board expresses trust that the individual will meet quality standards across the breadth of the license and/or specialty. In practice, such decisions are too comprehensive to oversee.

Here is where EPAs can play a role. By defining smaller units of practice, each of these can receive a greater level of confidence of being met than the license or certification as a whole. If EPAs constitute a portfolio of qualifications, it should be determined who has access, i.e. who should be able to verify what the units of practice are for which the physician is qualified? A license can then be defined as the required combination of EPAs for which one is qualified. These units of practice should therefore be carefully defined in a way that not only serves education but also can determine the physician’s scope of practice. The average number of core EPAs per program, across all national specialty programs in The Netherlands, is about 15. These may be supplemented with subspeciality EPAs, but the total number should arguably be not larger than 20 to 30.

This line of reasoning leads to the definition of a licensed practitioner by the EPAs for which one is qualified and can allow for differences between individuals and within individuals across time periods from education through retirement. For instance, a dermatologist may be qualified for the breadth the specialty, without dermatological surgery. In contrast, a general surgeon may be qualified for all EPAs of general surgery, but may have added screening colonoscopy as an EPA. In other words the competence of a specialist may be much more precisely defined if framed in EPAs, and the portfolio of EPAs may be dynamic in the sense that EPAs may have been mastered usually during training. But some expected EPAs may never be attained, others may have been dropped after extensive periods of non-practice or still others added after training as needed or desired by a practitioner, after adequate training.

Supervision as a key component of certified responsibilities
Variation in the level of qualification for tasks in health care is related to licensing and privileging. Clearly, recently graduated medical students cannot work at the same level of responsibility as residents, or fellows, or experienced practitioners. The key variable is the required supervision. Required level-of-supervision (LOS) is the outcome of entrustment decisions. The most generic scale has five LOS: (1) permission to be present and observe, (2) permission to act with direct supervision (3) permission to act with

---

[29] This expression is derived from the Dutch legislation but is likely to be valid for many countries.
indirect supervision, (4) permission to act unsupervised or with clinical or managerial oversight only and (5) permission to act as a supervisor. These levels can be applied to individual EPAs. While “licensing” suggests a “level 4” permission, in practice, at the time of the medical license the medical doctors will have permission to act under indirect (or even direct) supervision (i.e. level 3 or 2) for most EPAs. A “prospective” ES scale, that defines a level of supervision for an EPA that an individual will require\(^\text{21}\) is a useful outcome scale to qualify an individual’s level of autonomy. This can provide a matrix that, at any time, gives insight in a physician’s acknowledged competence (Table 1).

A dynamic portfolio of EPAs, to reflect the scope of practice of a licensed physician

From the moment of licensing, physicians have medical privileges and can be held liable for their medical conduct. From that moment on the physician’s scope of permitted practice can be defined as EPAs. EPAs that have been identified for medical students\(^\text{37,38}\) are not the best framework for this purpose, because they are not meant to reflect the unsupervised practice of a practitioner. In most cases they are too small or too general and will be ‘nested’ within the broader EPAs that serve to qualify residents for autonomous practice. EPAs that reflect true unsupervised practice are relevant in the graduate education space, for which EPAs were originally conceived.\(^\text{5,11,39}\) Theoretically, all EPAs of all residency programs taken together could be listed, which would make a long list or probably a few hundred EPAs (see Table 1 in reference\(^\text{44}\)). Many of these EPAs would not be relevant for a particular resident, fellow or specialist. But it would be conceivable that, for each of these EPAs, any given individual, at any time, could be marked to be qualified to practice unsupervised, or with indirect or direct supervision, or not at all. That ‘snapshot’ could change over time and reflect the development of the individual, both in their competence and in their privileges to practice.

Table 1 shows what such a dynamic portfolio of EPAs, and what a developing scope of practice might look like. EPAs A through K reflect the core activities for all residents in a particular postgraduate specialty training program. EPAs L through O reflect EPAs outside the core set of EPAs for this residency, most of which would belong to different specialties. As an early career attending physician, the individual would be certified to practice most of what was learned. EPA K, which is quite remote for the subspecialty, is no longer practiced. If so desired, this physician would require a phase of direct (close) supervision to pick up this practice. For EPA H, the resident never reached the required level of competence to practice unsupervised. Yet, the overall specialty certification has been granted. For this EPA then, it would remain a requirement to work in a team in which at least one colleague specialist should be present who is fully certified for EPA H. However, our physician did develop an interest in a neighboring domain and is being trained in EPAs L and M. A decade later (the third column), the physician has given up practicing EPA G (would need some supervision to start doing this again) and EPA J and K (would need close supervision if ever practiced again). However, the physician has become quite skilled in EPAs L, M and N and is becoming skilled in EPA O. In addition, the physicians has added an EPA to her portfolio from a very remote specialty (EPA Z) which quite distinguishes her from all or most of her colleagues. She practices that one half day per week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physician in residency training</th>
<th>Early career attending physician</th>
<th>Mid career attending physician</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of autonomy</td>
<td>2 3 4</td>
<td>2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA A</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA B</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA C</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA D</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA E</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA F</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA H</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA I</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA J</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA K</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA L</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA M</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA N</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA O</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Et cetera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA Z</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The numbers refer to level of entrustment and required supervision.*

The significance of EPAs after licensing and certification, i.e. after formal training, becomes clear and transparent in this model. It is a domain of current study and acknowledges the potential need for supervision after formal training.\(^\text{40,41}\) The model also shows what continuous professional development can look like and how the highest levels of
mastery are not attained directly after training, licensing and certification.

The idea of certification for EPAs, i.e. for units of practice, is not new. Recently, Norcini has advocated that we reshape medical education, to cope with an ever growing body of knowledge of diseases, procedures, and therapies and to offer regulations for practitioners who desire to acquire additional sills. He proposes micro-credentialing to realize this. Micro-credentialing and digital badges might indeed become an adequate option to define one’s scope of practice and operationalize the idea of a dynamic portfolio of EPAs.

Limitations and strengths of EPAs, and work ahead

Finally, a note about the comprehensiveness of entrustable professional activities. EPAs are not a panacea, nor necessarily the best or only method to organize medical education or to ground licensing.

Some qualities of physicians are not easily captured in the concrete tasks that EPAs are. Attitudinal qualities such as professionalism, but also broad behavioral features as interprofessional collaboration may better not be translated in specific EPAs. Qualities or competencies that are highly general, pervasive, and important in health care are often applicable across many EPAs and do not need to be translated to specific EPAs.

However, thinking in terms of EPAs is useful to operationalize competency-based medical education and, more importantly, to operationalize competence-based medical practice and therefore constitute a suitable mechanism to support licensing. Using EPAs to restructure licensing, certification and maintenance of competence for the “highest quality of care” will require a large effort that involves many stakeholders, but may potentially create a better guarantee that practitioners meet the standards that are needed.
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